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1 

My invention. relates, to ‘air-conditioning, par‘-v 
ticularly to. the air-conditioning of, industrial 
plantswhere high atmospheric temperaturespré 
vailj, and the air is laden. withdust and dirt. _ 
The invention has been. developed more partic 

ularly, though not exclusively‘, for conditioning] 
the air within the control cabs of mill cranes 
which travel overhead, andjycarry red hot ingots,‘ 
or ladles of‘ moltenmetal". , steelv mills, and lik 
plants,. the atmosphere is laden with particles of 
dust and ash,v and the temperature prevailing. 
around. the cranes may average as high. as one 
hundred and sixty degrees Fahrenheit. ' 

.The, problem of air conditioning regions or 
rooms exposed to such excessive atmospheric con 
ditions has never been satisfactorily solved heife 
tof'ore. The problem,_incid'entally, is. complicated 
by the violent vibration, to which, the. air-con: 
ditioningj apparatus is subjected.~ when. the. cranes, 
are in“ service, and is further complicated‘, by the 
practical desirability, if, not necessity,» of pro‘ 
viding air-cooling, or refrigerating mechanism 
which has capacity to operate with adequate,‘ 
cooling] effect,v while avoiding the use. of‘ cooling, 
water, it being understood‘ that the use of‘ 00017 
ing water in overhead cranes presents a distinct. 
hazard. where molten. metal is being“ handled‘. . 
The present invention consists‘ in certain new 

and. useful improvements in, apparatus for and 
method of‘ conditioning air'under the abnormal‘ or 
excessive atmospheric. conditions outlined‘ above. 
The invention will be, understood‘ upon ref 

erence to the. accompanying drawings, in which: 
Figure 1 is a, fragmentary viewin perspective 

of. a mill crane as used‘ in the process of pouring 
molten steel ‘from a ladle, in‘to ingot, molds, the‘ 
operator’s cab of such crane being" equipped with 
an air-conditioningpunit which, in exemplary :way, 
embodies the invention; ' ' 

Figure 2 is a viewin; perspective and to iargjer 
scale of , the air-conditioning unit; ‘ > 
Figure 3 is a view to yet larger‘ scale, showingv 

the air-conditioning unit in longitudinar section; 

Figure 4% is a- view“ of‘ the unit- inflon‘g'i'tu'di'r'iall 
section, on the" horizontal plane 
ure 3-; 
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Figure 51is a; view» of the unit’ in longitudinali‘ 
section, on the horizontal pIane-YVLV of Figure 5; 

Figure dis a view of the unit‘ in‘- cross section, 
On- the'vertica'll plane VIP-VIJ of‘ Figure 3 ;" 

Figure‘? is a- view-1o: theunit in cross section,’ 
ongthe vertical: plane VII‘—-VII> of Figure» ' 
Figure 8' is a fragmentary view of? the unit‘ in‘ 

longitudinal; sectio‘m on» the: vertical plane,“ 
of Figured; and‘i ‘Y i 

21' . 

Figure 9 is, anelectricall wiring diagram. 
In_Fl‘gure 1 of. the drawingsthe, reference nu 

merarz. indicatesthe traveling. carriage of an 
overhead; steel‘ mill crane}. and 3 the. operator’s._ 
cab.’ which is, suspended from the crane. carriage. 

’and‘. adapted to‘ travel. therewith. A ladle:~4- of 
nioltenstee1 is sustained on the hoist tongsbr 
hooks 5;, which in- turn, are- suspended from the 
trolley winch, mechan-ism?. Within the cab an 
operator isenclosedg- and screened, by means of 
‘observation windows, from the excessive heat and, 
dirt. of the» atmosphere surrounding. hot metal 
ladle- and cab... Withinthel cab’ are the controls, 
by means of. whiehthev travel of- the crane car-‘ 
riagev 2, the operation of the winch 6‘ to raise'or‘ 
lower‘ the'supponted ladle 4, and the? traversal of 
the winch. and they supported ladle upon the car-. 
riage are all controlled. by the operator, as need‘ 
be,-,during; the casting- of molterr‘steel- into=~ the 
ingot: moldsv ‘L 
and,- operation are well: knownv in: the art, and 
further‘ referenceisnot required for? a full‘ un-' 
der'sta-nding' ofthei present-invention. Suffice it“ 
to say‘ that‘i-thei invention will" beFdes'cribed as 
it'has'been' embodiedain" a‘ unit 8’which’. is mounted 
upon; 'orsincorporateda in, the? cab- structure 3; to‘ 
serve- in" establishing’ and maintaining comfort; 
able atmospheric conditions“; within the‘ cab; with 
the‘ effect that the efficiency of the cab operator 
is increased, and‘ the need‘ for- frequent’ “spelling 
off"v or; rest, periods substantially reduced. 
The air-conditioning unit 8- consists in a'hous 

ing having a frame 9 formed of sturdy structural 
steel;, Lift" lugs‘v H)’ are ‘provided; on‘ the frame,v 
.whereby thei unit‘, may be picked up"- and’ hoisted 
tov the pointiwhere:installation is" to‘ be made, on - 
the?‘ roof on the cab: 3’ inthis case; Atthe four. 
cornerspofc the’ bottom on the frame.! 9 rigid ‘lugsr 
Hv extend‘ laterally; "to‘z seat‘: upon vibration-aha 

.so'rbing'i‘ mounts: [72' of any; off the: suitable types 
now. available; on the market, the mo’untsbeing»v 
secured to the cab roof structure'- and the‘ lugs H’ 
of the unit’ ‘8 seated; and? anchored thereupon. 
The'JtQp“0f* the housingrof the unitr is formed: of 
two: covers l3" and H? thatvmay' b'e removedf'to 
give ' access? to“ the‘ mechanism contained ‘with; 
in’, and? the‘; other ' walls and: ?odr- of? the‘ housing 

tions" presentl'lyto be ‘ described; 
The interior‘ of‘ the! housingv is divided by a 

partition I15‘ into two‘; chambers" and’ B.' This 
partitioml' as "well as the external: side‘ walls; the I 
?oor}. and: the cover‘ of? the chamber‘ A" are con 

The‘ details of crane‘ structure 
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between steel sheets I1, thereby constituting the 
chamber a thermally insulated structure. 
Within the insulated chamber A is a heat 

absorbing device [8, consisting of a conventional 
type of evaporator, energized by means of a 

‘ ?uid refrigerant that is supplied from refrig 
erating mechanism organized inv chamber-B, as, 
will presently be described in greater detail, al'-' 
though at this point it is to be especially noted 
that the refrigerant is one that, under pressures ‘ 10 
in the order of from 120 to 150 pounds per square , 

, of 190° F., may be condensed from gaseousvhto, r» 
The refrigerant, known to, the art liquid state. _ 

as Freon No. 114 (dichlorotetrafluoroethane) has 
been found to comprise a refrigerant having _, 

. these essential characteristics; " - ' 

‘ inch, and at a relatively high temperature, say ‘ 

4 
in chamber A, and through such outlet cool air 
is drawn from the circulating stream and put 
to the advantageous use alluded to, as will be de 
scribed in full detail hereinafter. 

Air is introduced to the stream of cool cab 
conditioning air, to make-up or replace said air 
by-passed from the str,eam,-,ar_1dv this make-up 
air' is drawn'rfr'om the hot: and dirty'atmosphere 
surrounding the cab 3 and unit 8. To such end 
van air-?ltering inlet 28 is provided in the side 
wall of the chamber A on the left of the parti 

"tion 19; of. Figures 7 and 2. A de?ector vane 
, 29 extends, inclined, partway across the path of 

15 

The ‘heat-absorbing device or evaporator I8 ‘is . 
‘ arranged adjacent to the top of a vertical sheet 
metal partition l9, as shown in Figures Sand 7. 
In the floor of the insulated chamber A_ an out 
let 20 opens on the right-hand side of the par-Y 
tition l9 (Figure 7), and an .inlet} 2_l>_'ope_n_s_,on 
the left-hand side. The roof of the crane cab 3 ’ 
is provided with openings (not shown) “.correev 
sponding to. the openings 29 ‘and'2 l,,vand_,tubes T22 
and 23 are used to establish. substantially air-1'. 
tight communication between the outlet and'i'n 
let openings 20 and 2| of the-refrigerating unit‘ 
8 and the saidopenings in the roof of thecrane" 
cab. 
In the chamber‘ A, a mu, ,drivenby'an' elecif 

tric motor 25, is arranged'to impel air‘ outward ' 
throught the outlet 20 into ‘the room or" space 
within the crane-cab,"and at the delivery endof 
tube 22 a deflector 22a vis positiohedgtofdiifuse 
and spread the stream of‘ air thus impelled- into 
the cab. ‘ - . I _ , 

Adjacent to the evaporator "or heat-absorbing 
device H? the partition vl9 is windowed, and such 
window is screened by-anlair‘?lter 26. When 
the fan is set in operation and a stream ofv air‘ is 
delivered into the cab-‘frompha‘mberA"on'the 
right-hand side of the partition l9,fair is simulL ' 
taneously drawn through the air ?lter, 26‘v from 
the space on the left-hand side of the partition, 
and such stream of air passes over‘ the heat-‘ab 
sorbing surfaces of the‘evaporator l8. vUnder 
the suction thus produced in the space'on the 
left of the partition l9, air is drawn from the 
cab 3 through the inlet 2|. Accordingly, it'will 
be understood that a stream of air is circulated 
from the chamber A to the interior of the cab ' 
3 and back again. . In the cyclic ?ow of such‘ 
stream the air is cleansed by‘the' ?lter 26 and 

20 

7 H : pressor. 

, 35 

Fair ?ow through the passage to the left of the 
partition [9 (Figure .7), and it is under the aero 
dynamic effects established by such vane that 
the makeeup air is‘ drawn from the outer at 
mosphere into the circulating stream. The 
make-up air thus drawn into the circulating 
stream is cleansed by both the ‘?lter 28 and the 
?lter 26, and is cooled by the heat-absorbingv 
device vl8 before entering‘ the cab 3. This make: 
up air not only replacesthecool airbyt-passedv 

, from the circulating stream for, the purposes 
‘alluded to,v but also furnishes the essential,‘ 
“fresh” air to theinterior of the occupied‘cab. , 
The refrigerating mechanism in"'chamber ,B 

which energizes or supplies the refrigerant to,_ 
5 the heat-absorbing device ‘l8 comprises a recipro 
eating compressor 30, shown in side, elevation in 
Figure 3 and indicated,diagrammatically in Fig-_ ' 
ure 4. The ‘compressor is,driven by an electric 3 
motor 3| belt connected, as at 32, .to vthe com 

The compressor, receiving, refrigerant 
in gaseous condition from the evaporator l8, 
compresses the, refrigerant and delivers it, by way 
of a‘ pipe 33 (fragmentarily shown in Figure ,5) , to ., 
the coils 34 of a condenser 35; from the con 

;.,denser 35 the refrigerant, condensed to liquid, 
40“ form, but approximately at its boiling point, is 

fed through a pipew36 into a receiver .31; from 
receiver. 31 the relatively hot liquid refrigerant, 
is fed through a pipe ,38 and a strainer 39 and 

» dehydrator 40 into a tubular coil of metal tubing 

"so 

55 
cooled. by the heat-absorbing device vI8, and thus ‘ 
the desired atmospheric‘conditions'lare vestab- 1 
lished and maintained‘ in the crane operators 
cab 3, it being‘noted that'the'insulated walls 
of chamber‘A substantially inhibit the in?ux of 
heat from the outer ambient atmosphere-to the 
circulatingiair stream; ’ ' ' ' ' ' ' 

60 

Due to the high temperature ‘of the air sur-v ‘ . 
' let off the compressor through a pipe. 48. In its rounding the cab 3 and the unit'8, thehproblem' , 
v65 of dissipating the heat which is absorbed. from 

the air stream circulating-rthrough'chamber A 
‘and the interior of the cab is.' acute, and the high 
emcacy of the apparatus and method of this in- ~ 
.vention is realized, at least in part, through by 
passing cool air from thecirculating stream de 
scribed to aunit of the refrigerating mechanismv 
which, in the chamber vB, is, subject to the harm 

w 

ful effect ,of excessive temperature. .More-pare ‘ 
ticularly, an outlet 21 opens ‘laterally from the ‘ 
space to the left. (Figure 7)- of the partition/l3,‘ 

4 la_ within a heat-exchanger 4 l , .wherein the . 
liquid refrigerant is cooled below its boiling point; _ 
from, the heat-exchanger ,M' the.- cooled liquid 
refrigerant is led through a line 42 (Figure 4) to 
a thermostatic expansion valve_43, whence the 
liquid refrigerant under reduced pressure enters 
the usual inlet ‘manifold 44 from which four 
feeders 45 open into the passages in the evapo 
rator, in which the liquid refrigerant boils and/or 

-evaporates, with the consequent absorption ‘of 
heat from the air circulated over the external 
surfaces of the evaporator tubes. 7 The cool. gas-_ 
eons refrigerant leaves the evaporator by way of 
an exhaust manifold 46, and,;?owing through a 
pipe 41, enters the space in the heat-exchanger 
4| that surroundsthe coil Ma through which a 
the liquid refrigerant flows, on its Way to the 
expansion valve, 43. 
leaves the heat-exchanger and flows to the in 

?ow downward around they tubular coil Ma with- r 
in the heat-exchanger, the cool gaseous refrig'f 
erant=;absorbs heat from the liquid refrigerant 
advancing, through the coil’ to'the expansion 
valve 143, and thusthe liquid refrigerant is sub 
cooled below its saturation temperature, while 
the gaseous refrigerant returning from the 
evaporator is correspondingly’ heated. The heat 
imparted to the gaseous refrigerant superheats 
it, and such 'superheating of: the refrigerant is, I 
extremely important in an air-conditioning ‘unit. 

The gaseous refrigerant . 
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operating in excessive atmospheric ‘temperatures, 
since by such superheatingit becomes possible to 
compress the‘ gaseous ‘refrigerant to the high 
pressures, required ‘for high temperature oper 
ation, without the’ gas'con'd'ensing’in the com 
pressor, the compressor being essentially otlthe 
positive displacement type in'wliichl the presence 
of liquid would obviously proveyvery damaging: 
The heat'is removedfrom the conde‘riseiz‘by 

means of an air..=blast..generatedrby a blower 4,5‘; 
connected by a. belt-and-pmill‘e‘y" drive 5l1£to= the. 
same motor 3|. that drives the-compressor“; 
and the. intake air for thisiblow'er is drawn'fr‘om 
the atmosphere in. chamber B,lthe atmosphere in 
such chamber comprising air drawn from the" 
outer atmosphere through air ?lters 5i mounted 
in one or more of the side walls of the said cham 
ber B. This high temperature air from the 
outer atmosphere is effective to‘ condense the re 
frigerant by virtue of the high compression 
pressures made feasible by the apparatus de 
scribed, plus the character of the high-boiling 
point refrigerant employed, and plus the high 
velocity and quantity of air driven over the 
?nned surfaces of the condenser tubes. The 
blast of air emerging from the nest of condenser 
tubes is discharged into the outer atmosphere 
through an opening 52 in the wall of the housing 
of the unit. The type of pressure blower used 
permits the use of a multiplicity of condenser 
units, as indicated at 35. 

Since the air drawn by the blower into the 
chamber B is cleansed by the ?lters 5|, it be 
comes practical to employ conventional motor 
starters and controls for the apparatus; that is 
to say, relatively expensive protected controls 
‘would have to be used but for the fact that all 
of the air within the housing of the unit is 
clean. While the air drawn into chamber B 
circulates within the chamber and affords a 
certain degree of bene?cial cooling effect upon 
the various pieces of apparatus therein, the cool 
ing effect thus gained from the air at 160° F., 
more or less, is not adequate for the motor 3|. 
It is the motor 3| in this case which is treated 
with the cool air by-passed through openings 
21 from the stream circulating within and be 
tween the chamber A and the interior of the 
crane cab. The by-passed air is drawn through 
a duct 53 by means of a fan 54 whose impeller 
is mounted upon an extension of the shaft of 
blower 49, and from the fan 54 the cool air is 
delivered through a duct 55 (Fig. 6) to the casing 
of motor 3|, and serves to keep the motor wind 
ings from overheating. This air, upon, ?owing 
through the motor leasing, emerges in chamber 
B, where it is mingled with the air delivered by 
blower 49 to the condenser, wherefore any ca 
pacity for cooling that remains in the air emerg 
ing from the motor casing is not lost but is 
placed at the disposal of the condenser 35. 
The casing of the motor starter is indicated 

at 56 in Figure 3 of the drawings, and the wiring 
of the various controls is represented in the wir 
ing diagram in Figure 9. The controls within 
the broken-line rectangle 51 are arranged with 
in the cab 3, while those within the rectangle 
58 are located within the air-conditioning unit 
8. The motor starter 56 is a known piece of 
electrical control apparatus that is connected in 
conventional manner to the windings of the mo 
tor 3!, as indicated diagrammatically in Figure 
9, and a detailed description of such conven 
tional practice is not required for an under 
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standing of- this invention, other 
lowing particulars: ' . -» 

‘The electrici- power furnished by lines 59 
through a, fused‘ disconnect switch 50, junction 

than inv the fol 

»,box it and lines-52 to- the? motor starter 55, 
which operates to- control the. motors 3,! and ‘25 
in a manner conventional in; Dre-existing air 
conditioning: units, although it may be,v men 
tioned: that a pressure'stat t‘3'responsive to the » 
pressure of the‘iigaseous' refrigerant leaving the 
evaporator L87 is. arranged to. open and close cir 
cuit line 64‘ that extends between the motor 
starter 56 andthe switch 65 in the cab, that ' 
controls the. air-circulating fan motor 25 which 
is'v energized through circuit ‘8.5. The circuit 64, 
includes a manual openj-and-close switch 61;, 
Various modifications and changes may be 

made in the exemplary structure illustrated and 
described, without departing from the spirit of 
the invention de?ned in the appended claims. 

I claim: 
1. An industrial air-conditioning unit for a 

room exposed to abnormally high atmospheric 
temperatures, said unit including two chambers, 
at least one of which is provided with heat 
insulated walls, a, heat-absorbing device in said 
insulated chamber, an inlet and an outlet open 
ing through the walls of the insulated chamber, 
means for circulating air in a stream exiting 
through said outlet to said room and returning I 
from said room through said inlet into said in 
sulated chamber, refrigerating mechanism ar 
ranged in the other of said chambers, the latter 
chamber having extensive walls formed of air 
?ltering panels and including an air outlet, said 
refrigerating mechanism including a compressor, 
a condenser, a blower having an inlet in said 
latter chamber, an electric motor connected to 
drive said compressor and blower, and motor 
controls, and said blower being arranged to draw 
?ltered air from said latter chamber and to direct 
such air upon said condenser and through the 
outlet in the wall of the chamber. 

2. Industrial air-conditioning apparatus for 
operation in an ambient atmosphere having an 
unnaturally high temperature, said unit compris 
ing a heat-insulated chamber having an inlet 
and an outlet opening through its walls, means 
for circulating air in a stream entering through 
said inlet and exiting through said outlet, a 
heat-absorbing device arranged in said chamber 
in the line of air circulation, a refrigerant, and 
refrigerating mechanism arranged externally of 
said chamber for supplying said refrigerant to 
said device, said mechanism comprising a com 
pressor for said refrigerant, a condenser con 
nected to receive compressed refrigerant from 
the compressor, an electric motor for driving said 
compressor, a duct connected to said motor for 
by-passing air from said circulating stream to 
the windings of said motor, and an air ?lter 
through which air is admitted to said circulating 
stream from the outer atmosphere to replace the 
motor-cooling air by-passed from the stream. 

3. Industrial air-conditioning apparatus for 
operation in an ambient atmosphere having an 
unnaturally high temperature, said apparatus 
comprising a heat-insulated chamber having an 
inlet and an outlet opening through its walls, 
means for circulating air in a stream that enters 
through said inlet and exits through said outlet, 
an evaporator in said chamber in the line of air 
?ow between said inlet and outlet, a refrigerant, 
refrigerating mechanism arranged externally of 
said chamber comprising a, compressor connected 
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to receive‘ refrigerant in gaseous condition from‘ - 
said evaporator, an electric motorv for driving‘ 
‘said compressor, a duct leading from a point 
‘ communicating with said circulating air stream 
to the housing of said motor, means ‘for impelling 

, air through said duct into said motor housing, a ' 
condenser ‘connected to receive compressed re 
,frigerant from said compressor, connections in 
cluding an expansion valve for delivering the 
‘condensed refrigerant to said evaporator, and 
means arranged externally of said insulated 
chamber for abstracting heat from the condensed 
refrigerant ?owing from said condenser to said 
‘evaporator while superheating the gaseous re 
frigerant ?owing from said evaporator to said 
compressor. 
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